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Abstract: Conventional clustering means classifying the given data objects as exclusive subsets (clusters).That means we can discriminate
clearly whether an object belong to a cluster or not. However such a partition is insufficient to represent many real situations. Therefore a fuzzy
clustering method is offered to construct clusters with uncertain boundaries and allows that one object belongs to overlapping clusters with some
membership degree. In other words, the essence of fuzzy clustering is to consider not only the belonging status to the clusters, but also to consider to what degree do the object belong to the cluster.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to form meaningful groups of objects is one
of the most fundamental modes of intelligence. Human perform this task with remarkable ease. In early childhood one
learns to distinguish, for example, between cats and dogs or
apples and oranges. However, enabling the computer to do
this task of grouping is a difficult and ill-posed problem.
Cluster analysis is a tool for exploring the structure of
data. The core of cluster analysis is clustering; the process of
grouping objects into clusters such that the objects from the
same cluster are similar and objects from different cluster
are dissimilar. The need to structure and learn vigorously
growing amount of data has been a driving force for making
clustering a highly active research area.
Over the last decade there is tremendous growth of information on World Wide Web (WWW).It has become a
major source of information. Netcraft survey report suggests
that total count of websites is around 216 million (June
2010). Web creates the new challenges of information retrieval as the amount of information on the web and number
of users using web growing rapidly.
Web Mining is the use of Data Mining techniques to
automatically discover and extract information from web.
Clustering is one of the possible techniques to improve the
efficiency in information finding process. It is a Data Mining tool to use for grouping objects into clusters such that
the objects from the same cluster are similar and objects
from different cluster are dissimilar. Web Mining has fuzzy
characteristics, so fuzzy clustering is sometimes better suitable for Web Mining in comparison with conventional clustering.

into information. Knowledge Discovery from Data i.e. KDD
is synonym for Data Mining.
A. Web Mining
World Wide Web is a major source of information and
it creates new challenges of information retrieval as the
amount of information on the web increasing exponentially.
Web Mining is use of Data Mining techniques to automatically discover and extract information from web documents
and services [1].
Oren Etzioni was the person who coined the term Web
Mining first time. Initially two different approaches were
taken for defining Web Mining. First was a “process-centric
view”, which defined Web Mining as a sequence of different processes [1] whereas, second was a “data-centric view”
, which defined Web Mining in terms of the type of data that
was being used in the mining process [2]. The second definition has become more acceptable, as is evident from the
approach adopted in most research papers[3][5]. Web Mining is also a cross point of database, information retrieval
and artificial intelligence [4].
B. Web Mining Process
Web mining may be decomposed into the following
subtasks:
1. Resource Discovery: process of retrieving the web
resources.
2. Information Pre-processing : is the transform process of the result of resource discovery
3. Information Extraction: automatically extracting
specific information from newly discovered Web resources.
4. Generalization: uncovering general patterns at individual Web sites and across multiple sites[3].

II. RELATED WORK
Data Mining has emerged as a new discipline in world
of increasingly massive datasets. Data Mining is the process
of extracting or mining knowledge from data. Data Mining
is becoming an increasingly important tool to transform data
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C. Web Mining Taxonomy
Web has different facets that yield different approaches
for the mining process:
1. Web pages consist of text.
2. Web pages are linked via hyperlinks
3. User activity can be monitored via Web server logs .
This three facets leads to the distinction into three categories i.e. Web content mining, Web structure mining and
Web usage mining [4-7]. Following Fig 3 shows the Web
Mining Taxonomy.

Figure II Web mining Taxonomy

a) Web Content Mining (WCM):
Web content mining is the process of extracting useful
information from the contents of web documents. Content
data is the collection of facts a web page is designed to contain. It may consist of text, images, audio, video, or structured records such as lists and tables. Application of text
mining to web content has been the most widely researched.
b) Web Structure Mining (WSM):
The structure of a typical web graph consists of web
pages as nodes, and hyperlinks as edges connecting related
pages. Web structure mining is the process of discovering
structure information from the web.
c) Web Usage Mining (WUM):
Web usage mining is the application of data mining
techniques to discover interesting usage patterns from web
usage data. Web usage data includes data from web server
logs, browser logs, user profiles, registration data, cookies
etc.
WCM and WSM uses real or primary data on the web
whereas WUM mines the secondary data derived from the
interaction of the users while interacting with the web.
D. Clustering
The Web is the largest information repository in the
history of mankind. Finding the relevant information on
www is
not an easy task. The information user can encounter the following problems when interacting with the
web[2].
•
low precision: Today’s search tools have the low
precision problem , which is due to the irrelevance of many
search results. This results in a difficulty finding the relevant information.
•
Low recall: It is due to the inability to index all the
information available on the web . This results in a difficulty finding the unindexed information that is relevant.
Clustering is one of the Data Mining techniques to improve the efficiency in information finding process. Many
clustering algorithms have been developed and used in
many fields. A. K. Jain, M. N. Murty and P. J. Flynn[8] provides an extensive survey of various data clustering tech© 2010, IJARCS All Rights Reserves

niques. Clustering algorithms can be broadly categorized
into partitional and hierarchical techniques.
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) algorithms are most commonly used .It use a bottom –up methodology to merge smaller cluster into larger ones , using
techniques such as minimal spanning tree . These algorithms
find to be slow when applied to large document collection. It
has different variants such as single-link, group-average and
complete-link. Single-link and group-average methods typically takes O(n2) time while complete-link method typically
takes O(n3) time.
Partition algorithm such as K- means are linear time
algorithms . It try to divide data into subgroups such that the
partition optimizes certain criteria , like inter – cluster distance or intra- cluster distances. They typically take an iterative approach. The time complexity of this algorithm is
O(nkt) , where k is the number of desired clusters and T is
the number of iterations. .
Most of the document clustering algorithm worked on
BOW (Bag Of Words)model[5].Oren Zamir and Oren Etzioni[9] in their research listed the key requirements of web
document clustering methods as relevance, browsable summaries, overlap, snippet tolerance, speed and accuracy. They
have given STC (Suffix Tree Clustering) algorithm which
creates clusters based on phrase shared between documents.
Michael Steinbach, George Karypis and Vipin Kumar[10]
presented the result of an experimental study of some common document clustering algorithms. They compare the two
main approaches of document clustering i.e. agglomerative
hierarchical clustering and K-means method. Nicholas O.
Andrews and Edward A. Fox[11] presented the recent developments in document clustering . A single object oftenly
contains multiple themes like a web document on topic Web
Mining may contain different themes like Data Mining,
clustering and information retrieval. Many traditional clustering algorithms assign each document to a single cluster,
thus making it difficult for the user to retrieve information.
Based on this concept clustering algorithm can be divided
into hard & soft clustering algorithm. In traditional clustering algorithm each object belongs to exactly one cluster
where as in soft clustering algorithm each object can belongs to multiple clusters [12].
The conventional clustering algorithms in Data Mining
have difficulties in handling the challenges posed by the
collection of natural data which is often vague and uncertain. The modeling of imprecise and qualitative knowledge,
as well as handling of uncertainty at various stages is possible through the use of fuzzy sets. Therefore a fuzzy clustering method was offered to construct clusters with uncertain
boundaries, so this method allows that one object belongs to
multiple clusters with some membership degree.
Pawan Lingras , Rui Yan and Chad West[13] applied
fuzzy technique to discover usage pattern from web data.
The fuzzy c-means clustering was applied to the web visitors of educational websites. The analysis shows the ability
of the fuzzy c-means clustering to distinguish different user
characteristics. Anupam Joshi and Raghu Krishnapuram[14]
developed a prototype Web Mining system which analyzes
web access logs from a server and tries to mine typical user
access pattern. Maofu Liu, Yanxiang He and Huijun Hu[15]
proposed a web fuzzy clustering model. In their paper the
experimental result of web fuzzy clustering in web user
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clustering proves the feasibility of web fuzzy clustering in
web usage mining.
III.

∑ µcj(xi)=1

xi

X

FUZZY CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS

This section presents concept of hard and soft partition,
Hard c–means (HCM) and Fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithms mainly based on the descriptions in [16.18 ]. All algorithms described here are based on objective functions,
which are mathematical criteria that quantify the quality of
cluster models. The goal of each clustering algorithm is the
minimization of its objective function.
A. Hard Partition
Let X be a set of data and xi be an element of X. A Partition p={C1,C2,…,C c} of X is hard if and only if
i) xi

X

ii) xi

X xi

Cj

P

Such that xi

Cj ⇒ xi

Cj

Cj where k ≠ j, Ck ,Cj

P

A soft partition that satisfies this additional condition is
called a constrained soft partition. The fuzzy c-means algorithm, which is best known clustering algorithm, produces a
constrained soft partition[16].
The following syntax will be used in the equations and
algorithms :
J ...... objective function
X = {x1,..., xn} ... dataset of all objects (data instances)
C = {c1,..., cc} ... set of cluster prototypes (centroid vectors)
Dij = ||x1 – c1||... distance between object xj and centre ci
Uij ... weight of assignment of object xj to cluster i
C. Hard c – means (HCM)
Hard c-means is better known as k-means and in general it is not a fuzzy algorithm. However, its overall structure is the basis for all the others methods. Therefore it is
called as hard c–means(HCM) in order to emphasize that it
serves as a staring point for the fuzzy extensions.
The objective function of HCM can be written as follows:

The first condition in the definition assures that the partition covers all data points in X,and the second condition
assures that all clusters in the partition are mutually exclusive[16].
B Soft Partition
In many real world clustering applications , however ,
some data points partially belong to multiple clusters , rather
than to a single cluster exclusively .For example a particular
customer may be ‘borderline case’ between two groups of
customers. These observations motivated the devalopment
of the “soft clustering “ algorithm.
A soft clustering algorithm find a soft partition of a
given dataset based on certain criteria. In a soft partition , a
datum can partially belong to multiple clusters.
Let X be a set of data and xi be an element of X. A Partition p={C1,C2,…,Cc} of X is soft if and only if and only if
the following two conditions hold:
i) Xi

X

Cj

P 0 ≤ µcj (xi) ≤ 1:

ii) Xi

X

Cj

P

such that µcj(xi) > 0.

Where µcj(xi) denotes the degree to which xi belongs to
cluster Cj.
A type of soft clustering of special interest is one that
ensures the membership degree of a point x in all clusters
adding up to one , i.e.,
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Jh

to

(3.1)

As HCM is a crisp algorithm, therefore:
uij Є{0,1} .It is also required that each object belongs
exactly
one
cluster
:
The new membership weights is calculated as follows :

Uij

=

(3.2)

based on the weights , new cluster centres are calculated as:
Ci =
(3.3)
The algorithm can be stated very simple as shown below
Algorithm (3.1)The hard c-means(HCM) algorithm:
Randomly generate clusters centres
Repeat
For each object recalculate membership
weights
using equation (3.2)
recompute the new centres using equation (3.3 )
Until no change in c can be observed
The HCM algorithm has a tendency to get stuck in a local minimum, which makes it necessary to conduct several
runs of the algorithm with different initializations. Then the
best result out of many clustering can be chosen based on
the objective function value.
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D Fuzzy c-means (FCM)
Probabilistic fuzzy cluster analysis [ 16] relaxes the re, which now becomes

quirement:
However

.

condition still holds. FCM optimizes the following objective
function :

Jf

(3.4)

Parameter m, m>1 , is called the fuzzyfier or the
weighting exponent. The actual value of m determines the
‘fuzziness’ of the classification. It has been shown[ ] that for
becomes identical to
& thus FCM
the case m=1 ,
becomes identical to hard c-means.
The transformation from the hard c-means to the FCM
is very straightforward ;we must just change the equation for
calculating memberships (3.2) with :

=
,
(3.5)
and function for computing cluster centres (2.3) with :
.

(3.6)

Equation (3.5 ) clearly shows the relative character of
the probabilistic membership degree .It depends not only on
for the cluster
, but also on
the distance of the object
the distance between this object & other clusters . The algorithm can be stated as shown in Table 3.2
Algorithm {he Fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm} :
m: the parameter in the objective function
Є : a threshold for the convergence criteria
Intialize protype V={v1,v2,.....,vc}
Repeat
Vprevious ← V
Compute membership functions using equation (3.5)
Recompute the new centers using equation (3.6 )
Until ∑ ⎢⎢viprevious – vi ⎢⎢≤ Є
Although the algorithm(3.2) says the same as the algorithm(3.1). We get probabilistic output if we apply above
changes. The (probabilistic ) fuzzy c-means algorithm is
known as a stable & robust classification method. Compared
with the hard c-means it is quite insensitive to its initialization & it is not likely to get stuck in an undesired local
minimum of its objective function in practice .Due to its
simplicity & low computational demands , the probabilistic
FCM is a widely used initializer for other more sophisticated
clustering methods.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presents the concept of Web Mining
and an overview HCM and FCM clustering algorithmsused
© 2010, IJARCS All Rights Reserves

in Web Mining. Web data has fuzzy characteristics, so fuzzy
clustering is sometimes better suitable for Web Mining in
comparison with conventional clustering.
Future work will consider the designing and implementing some techniques for converting fuzzy clusters to its crisp
equivalent.
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